Across
1. People with diabetes have to test their ______ sugar often
4. Low blood sugar can give you a________
7. If your friend with diabetes looks or acts funny, tell a ______ (2 words)
9. You can get insulin from ______ or a pump.
11. Never let your friend with diabetes go anywhere _____ if they feel high or low
12. Kids who have diabetes may ____ a lot
13. People with diabetes need to take ____ to turn food into energy

Down
2. People with Type _____ diabetes need insulin to live
3. A fancy word for sugar in your food
5. Kids with diabetes can eat ______ you can eat
6. When kids have diabetes their ______ doesn't work properly
8. If blood sugar is ____, you may feel sweaty, dizzy, or cranky
10. If someone with diabetes has a low blood sugar, they may need a ______